
Digitalize performance management with a simple and comprehensive solution 
that simplifies administrative tasks and adds value to strategic decision making.
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HOLISTIC PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT



---

Achievethe strategic 
impact of proper Talent 
Management in 
organizations.

Minimize the administrative management of area
processes so that resources are focused on
business and people development as well as
making the most of performance management to
enhance organizational results and facilitate
decision making.

CHALLENGE IDEAL SOLUTION OUTCOME

To have a comprehensive solution that automates
the process, aligns it to business needs, facilitates
the use of those involved and consolidates the
information in a secure and clear way to provide
value in decision making.

✓ Maximize the achievement of organizational 
outcomes.

✓ Develop a culture of feedback, meritocracy 
and continuous improvement.

✓ Transparency, better working environment 
and strategic alignment.

The main challenge of Human Resources in organizations is to
contribute to the achievement of strategic objectives as well as
to have an impact on the personal and professional
development of employees.



Simple and comprehensive 
performance management
Leads a culture change towards strategic alignment of the organization, 
continuous improvement, transparency and continuous and constructive 
feedback.

Evaluation levels, Roles of Evaluators, 
KPI'S, Indicators, Competencies, 
Qualitative feedback and action plans.

CUSTOMIZE: Feel free to design the 
evaluation model that best fits your 
business.

Automation, easy monitoring, manual 
changes at any time. Minimal 
administrative management.

SIMPLIFIES: Reduces management 
time and resources and is user-
friendly.

Continuously monitor the process, easily 
visualize decision-making information 
and generate action plans.

CONTROL: It consolidates all information 
securely and facilitates analysis and 
decision making.1 2 3



INFOAVAN, AVAN 365 Performance y 
Microsoft Power Platform

Avan365 Performance is built on Microsoft Power Platform, allowing you to collect, manage, store and 

analyze your data and automate your processes from a single centralized platform in a secure way, 

scalable to any business logic and available from a variety of devices .

Storage, governance and security of 
your data, always available from any 

device with Dataverse

AVAN365 PERFORMANCE & 
CLOUD

Collect, analyze and automate your 
performance assessment process with 
the tools available in Power Platform.

AVAN365 PERFORMANCE & 
EMPOWER

PowerApps provides you with an 
intuitive, agile and easy-to-use tool. 
Spend your time on what is really 

important: the professional 
development of your employees

AVAN365 PERFORMANCE & 
AGILE



Customize the evaluation model that 
best fits your needs

Who Evaluates
Self-assessments
90 degrees: Manager
180 degrees: Peers
360 degrees: Dependents
Involve customers

How and What You Evaluate
Quantitatively

Management Indicatos
KPI´s
Competence

Quantitatively
Feedbacks
Action Plans

FLEXIBLE APPLICATION

Define and personalize
by team, role or
individual:



Collect the data

Create the evaluations and define the evaluation dates, the system takes care of the 
rest.

AUTOMATE

Easy tracking of pending evaluations by evaluation or evacuee.
CONTROLS AND MONITORS

Seamless on-the-fly manual changes (reactivate evaluations, change evaluators, 
add new collaborators, etc.).

ADJUST

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE TOOL



Analyses and communicates the results

Obtain detailed reports and 
charts by indicators, 
competencies, people, teams 
or organization

Allows each employee to have 
permanent access to their 
results (while maintaining the 
anonymity of their evaluators)

Data 100% exportable to Excel.

AGIL TOOL



Make decisions and 
action plans

Make comparisions between teams and employees and identify competency gaps.
ANALYSIS

Keep track of supervisors one-to-one sessions with their teams, main agreements and 
action plans

CONTROL AND FOLLOW-UP

Give employees permanente Access to feedback and action plans and allows the right to
feedback.

TRANSPARENCY

HOLISTIC SOLUTION



Proposed base model

Autoevaluación, Manager, Par, Persona a cargo y Clientes internos y externos.
360°EVALUATION 

60% of management indicators and 40% of competencies. Weighted results with 
anonymity of detail per evaluator.

QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT

One to one sessions with the manager and register of action plans
QUALITATIVE FEEDBACK

Don’t start from scratch, we offer you a proven base 
model!

We offer you competencies and standard indicators already defined, and 
a corresponding measurement scale already developed. 



@InfoavanCRM infoavan-soluciones/  

Avan 365 
Performance

Request a free trial: narata@infoavan.com

Call for futher information: +34 91 721 68 53

Send us your questions: social@infoavan.com

Learn more about us and our business solutions: infoavan.com
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